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Following up on his first coaching book,
Coaching Archery, which was written
to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new offering to
archery coaches everywhere. This time,
the topics are on the full gamet of
coaching topics, including:
• The Physical Shot (9 Chapters)
• Our Equipment (10 Chapters)
• The Mental Shot (6 Chapters)
• Target Panic (4 Chapters)
• On Coaches and Coaching
(16 Chapters)
• On Learning More (2 Chapters)
Topics range from the role of emotion
in the making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from
the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach and are looking
for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Small Problems
The first thing I want to do is
explain why there is only one AER
article this issue. The explanation is
simple: the topic is one we don’t share
with athletes.
We welcome the wonderful Larry
Wise back to our pages with a great
article on stance for compound archers
(and he promises not to stop there).
We also have a very related piece from
Tom Dorigatti, our resident compound guru, on how to estimate an
archer’s drawlength (stance being one
of the factors that effects draw length).
We have the conclusion of Jonathan
Miller’s twelve part series on creating a
college archery club as well as a wonderful article by Andy Macdonald of
Australia on why we tend to plateau
rather then keep on improving (and, of
course, what we can do about it). We
also have another installment in the

Further Adventures of an Archery Mom,
this one not so pleasant but addressing
a real issue that should have been taken
care of a long time ago.
Finally, I wrote a piece on what it
takes to be a winning archer. Actually it
is an exerpt from a book coming soon
(sensibly called Winning Archery).
There are more than a few archers who
are frustrated with their ability to compete and win, or rather their lack of
ability to compete and win. The “collective wisdom” of archery is that one
only needs to learn to shoot well to
become a winner, but it is much more
complicated that that. The exerpt lays
out all of the factors besides being able
to shoot well that play a role in becoming a consistent winner.
If you are wondering why I, rather
than some Super-Champion, am writing such a book the answer is simple. I

couldn’t get others to write it. Just like
before I wrote Coaching Archery, I
asked close to a dozen people to write
the darned thing . . . and got turned
down as many times. So, I wrote that
out of frustration. Besides there were
no books on coaching archery in print.
Plenty of books on how to shoot, none
on how to coach.
I admit I am on a bit of a crusade.
I am asking all of the top coaches to
write books on coaching archery, if for
no other reason than the next generation of coaches won’t have to start from
scratch like we did or have to count on
luck that there was a good coach nearby who would take you under their
wing.
If you know of a really good archery
coach you would like to have
write such a book,let me know;
I will ask them for all of us.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Jonathan Miller now lives in Kansas City,
MO having joined the world of the working
after being graduated from Purdue. Having
shot a recurve bow, Olympic-style, for many
years, he recently won his own invitational
tournament and says “I like playing guitar, listening to music, cleaning pennies, sharpening
crayons, memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting my hard drive, but only after oatmeal
baths. Shiny objects and cookies—to be honest—anything that is fun for a five-year old
works for me.” Asked why he loves archery, he
responds: “I don’t; it loves me.”

Andy Macdonald is a fabulous photographer
and archer. He recently took 5600 images at
this year’s Australia Day tournament but as
you can see is camera shy himself.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has won numerous
local and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently
been learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA
style. He is also the mastermind behind the
archery puzzles you can find in the back issues.

Steve Ruis is an author and coach and Editor
of This Magazine.

Lorretta Sinclair is the mother of Dakota,
Clarke, and Barrett Sinclair, a Level 3 Coach,
President of the Clarke Sinclair Memorial
Archery Scholarship (www.clarkesinclair. org).

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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What is My Correct
Draw Length?
by Tom Dorigatti
This is the first of a pair of articles concerning
how to arrive at a viable, near optimal, starting value
for your AMO draw length. This discussion is
intended for compound/release aid archers. Many
things about the positioning of the draw hand for fingers shooters differ dramatically from those of compound/release aid shooters, so I will focus only on my
area of greater expertise.
The subject of draw length and which method is
the best to use in establishing one’s draw length has
become a major bone of contention among top echelon archers, mid-range archers, beginners, and even
among archery shops and coaches. So, I decided that
it might be time to discuss, all in one place, several of
the main methods commonly in use for measuring
draw length, using pictures and data to demonstrate
the results of these methods. In addition, I will offer
up a potential solution to help you establish something that will likely get you even closer to an optimal
answer to the question, “How do I determine what
my AMO draw length might be?” In addition, I’ll
discuss several of the pitfalls of each method and how
to avoid them.
I will not be presenting drawings of archers’ triangles, muscle anatomy, or any of that. I’ll merely present some very interesting data that I compiled from
measurements of six different archers using these
common methods for determining draw length and
then compare all the measurements in tabular form.
I’m not going to tell you which method is the
best; that choice will be yours. Of course, I also won’t
tell you which of the shooters in the data represents
the best shooter either. I will, as I said, eventually
offer up a solution that uses all six of the methods in
combination (this will be in the concluding article) in
order to assist you in narrowing down that starting
point for your AMO draw length.
A precaution that all readers should heed if you
are in the process or even just thinking of purchasing
a new bow: Do not get caught up in the hype of hav6

ing to have a high peak weight bow with a long draw
length so that you can get more speed out of the bow.
If you are of short stature and the shop tries to sell you
a 70 pound bow with a 30˝ AMO draw length;
beware! In addition, be especially cautious when it
comes to the limb tags on bows. Those limb tags typically give: peak weight range, string and cable
lengths, and the “AMO draw length” at which the
particular bow is supposedly set. This last item is not
necessarily accurate! Most of the bows I have checked
run 1⁄2˝ to 1˝ longer than what the limb tag says! You
should have your shop physically measure the draw
length of the bow to make sure it is indeed what the
limb tag says it is. This becomes even more important
if the type of cam on the bow is “draw length specific,” meaning that the bow has a very narrow range of
adjustment for draw length. If the shop won’t physically measure the bow’s actual AMO draw length for
you, then perhaps you should be more insistent or
seek out another shop. Selecting a bow that is out of
the range of your AMO draw length starting point
could cost you a thousand dollars or more. You must
realize what all of the top professionals tell us over
and over, “Having a correct draw length is the most
critical aspect for shooting consistently high scores
and tight groups.”
This will become apparent to you as you read on.
You will also quickly realize why I do not accept the
practice of sizing up an archer by asking how tall they
are, what they think their draw length is, and then
picking a bow off the rack that is “close” to what they
think (or I might think) would be a fit for them.
What I’ve discovered is that as long as the bow isn’t
way too heavy in peak weight for me, I’m going to
draw back that bow to the stops (or back all the way)
without regard to form or proper positioning. I can
comfortably draw a 31˝ AMO draw length bow back
and it “feels good” when I get it all the way back, too.
I wouldn’t be able to shoot it accurately, but hey, it
feels good! And I think you are much the same.
Archery Focus

This article will deal with the first three of the six
most common methods in use today.
1. The “Wing span Method”
2. The “Wing Span Calculation Method.” This
relates directly to your measured wing span, but as
you will see, the result differs significantly from
the “Wing Span Method.”
3. The use of a light poundage “draw length” recurve
bow that is commonly in use at archery shops.
The next article will deal with three other methods
that are not so common, but still used today;
namely:
4. The 45 degree upward-angled measuring arrow
method.
5. The horizontal measuring arrow method.
6. The fist against the wall method.
Test Archer Acknowledgments

Before getting started, I want to take the opportunity
to acknowledge the shooters who volunteered their
time for data gathering, picture taking, and putting up
with me during this process. They are students of the
game, and I do coach them. They are also close
friends. Their names, not in any order of priority or
level of expertise, are: Mark Cooper, Mike Vaccaro,
Cody Engle, Dan Terrill, and Earl Raymond (along
with yours truly). Without their assistance, these articles could never have been created. Like me, they have
a special interest in this: they, too, would like to find a
means of getting closer to that magical “correct draw
length.”
The Wing Span Method for
Establishing AMO Draw Length

Over 95% of the compound shooters in archery today
are selecting and shooting a bow with a draw length
that is 1 to 3 inches too long. This is robbing them of
their potential to perform at a higher level.

Here’s Mark Cooper doing everything wrong: hunched shoulders,
head tilted, stretching too far, etc.

Archery Focus

If your bow is improperly fit to your draw length
you will never shoot as good as you could with proper fit. In addition, with today’s higher peak weights
and higher let-off cams, the risk of serious injuries to
shoulders and other joints is increasing. Improper fit
on draw weight and draw length can, and normally
does, result in serious and sometimes career ending
injuries!
The data below (on the next page) was shown to
me in the early 1970’s by Denise Libby, who was then
a top PAA Professional archer and coach. It was finally put into tabular format and improved upon by
Bernie Pellerite sometime in the 1990’s. Listed in the
table are the starting points for AMO draw length
based upon your wingspan (arm spread). You do not
add or subtract from this based upon the length of a
D-loop so commonly used today. The length of the
D-loop changes how soon or late you come into the
anchor point and not your needed AMO draw length
on the bow (This of course assumes a somewhat standard D-loop opening length of 1⁄2˝, and not some
extreme length of D-loop). When you shorten or
lengthen the D-loop, you have done nothing to the
bow’s draw length setting. Shortening or lengthening
the D-loop is one means of fine tuning your anchor
point without having to put the bow into a press and
adjust the cables, poundage, and cam timing. In addition there is the potential of even being forced to
resetting the nocking point and/or moving the arrow
rest up or down.
How to Measure your Wing Span Your wing span
is measured by standing with your shoulder blades
against a long wall (see “wrong” and “right” photos
below). It is best to select an area where you can consistently keep the finger tips of one hand against an
object, such as the edge of a door casing (molding).
This allows you to have a standard location for one
Continued on Next Page

Here’s Mark Cooper doing everything right: shoulders relaxed and
down, head level, etc.
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form, the chart can’t work to give you
side of your body, which gives a consisWing Span/
any sort of reliable results.
tent starting point for measurements.
Draw LengthTable
If you are normally proportioned
Keep your shoulders relaxed and down;
67˝ = 26˝
and
have proper form, then this chart
do not hunch up, do not over-extend.
68˝ = 261⁄2˝
will normally get you to a starting draw
Raise your arms to a “T” formation
69˝ = 27˝
length easily within 1⁄2˝. As with almost
making sure both arms are extended,
1
⁄
2˝
70˝
=
27
everything in archery, this will work for
but not over extended, and level to
71˝ = 28˝
most
people, but it will not work pershoulder height (see the photos). In the
72˝ = 281⁄2˝
fectly, or for everyone.
first photo, Mark Cooper (a mid-to73˝ = 29˝
If you’ve got your mind made up
upper level shooter), has his shoulders
74˝
= 291⁄2˝
you can shoot a 30˝ draw when your
hunched up, his head tilted upwards and
75˝ = 30˝
wing span is 71 inches, then you need to
his arms well over-extended. In the sec76˝
= 301⁄2˝
reevaluate your own situation. Just
ond photo, he has his shoulders down
77˝ = 31˝
remember, if your draw length is out of
and relaxed, his head is level, and his
78˝ = 311⁄2˝
whack, so is your alignment and therearms are normally extended without
79˝ = 32˝
fore
your groups, scores, and accuracy
over-extension or tightness. Doing this
80˝ = 321⁄2˝
will suffer drastically and in proportion
wrong can make an error of inches in
81˝ = 33˝
to how far “off ” your bow’s draw length
the final result. The next step is to, have
82˝
= 331⁄2˝
is set!
someone mark the wall at the tip of your
83˝ = 34˝
This method has been in use for
middle finger.
84˝ = 341⁄2˝
over 40 years; it is not new and is quite
Do this five times, measuring this
reliable if used correctly.
distance to the nearest 1⁄8 inch (3 mm),
recording each measurement, even if most are the
I’ll repeat this one last time: The wing span
same. Then last, average the result of those measure- method gives you a starting point for your correct
ments. If you have a wild measurement, it is okay to AMO draw length. You will then need to set the bow
toss it out and average the four others. Then consider to this AMO draw length and then the fine tuning of
the table above, in which wing span is matched to a your bow’s draw length can begin. Don’t trust the
beginning draw length. You can interpolate within the limb tag, set the bow’s draw length to this starting
table to establish your starting point to the nearest 1⁄8˝ point for your AMO draw length.
if you so choose. (For example, if your wing span is
731⁄2˝, halfway between 73˝ and 74˝, your draw length
The Positive Aspects of this Method
will be halfway between 29˝ and 291⁄2˝ which is 291⁄4˝,
• It is quick and easy to get the measurements and
etc.) Remember, being 1⁄2˝ off on your draw length is
average them.
not close enough, but it can be refined as you work
• The table is straightforward.
through the process. The intent of this is to get you at
• In many cases it gets you within 1⁄2˝ from where
1
you ultimately end up on your bow’s draw length.
least within ⁄2˝ of your correct AMO draw length.
It is important to note (again) that this is a start• It can be used to make sure you order a bow so
ing point and assumes you are normally proportioned
that, if it is a modular adjustment type cam, you
(your height and wing span are close to each other).
are within the longest and shortest limits of the
You will soon see, however that height and wing span
cam. Experience tells me that this works to make
can be quite different from one another.
sure you don’t get a bow that is too short. More on
The chart above also assumes that with bow in
that later.
hand, the shooter is utilizing proper form: both shoulThe Negative Aspects of this Method
ders are down and relaxed, head is erect, chin is level,
• It is easy for the person being fitted to defeat the
bow arm is relaxed and unlocked, with no leaning
system by over stretching themselves or otherwise
back at the waist, no tucking of the head back to reach
skewing the measurements.
the string, no tip of the drawing elbow even with or
• It is difficult to interpolate the table correctly,
very slightly above the plane of the arrow, and the
since each inch of wing span changes the AMO
drawing elbow in line with the arrow when at full
draw length starting point by 1⁄2˝.
draw (when viewed from behind or directly in front).
• If you use just a single measurement, you could easiIt should be noted, however, that the “elbow in line
ly end up way off, costing you much time and money.
with the arrow may have to be partially disregarded if
• Figuring out how much to add or deduct for the
the shooter is older, has a shorter upper arm than
many variables in your proportions can be time
lower arm, is “barrel chested”, or lacks the flexibility
consuming and difficult. This is precisely why it is
to get that elbow around. If you don’t have proper
claimed to only get you within 1⁄2˝ of your AMO
8
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draw length starting point.
• Since most bows run long on their draw length
tags, it makes it very difficult to decide whether to
order the bow “short” or to order it “long” and pray
for the best. On a “draw length specific” cam bow,
this can result in a lot of expense with having to
get different cams. In some cases, it could mean
having to also get a stiffer or weaker deflection on
the limbs, which is an expensive proposition.
(Note: This segment was originally posted on
ArcheryTalk (by me).)
The Wing Span Divided by 2.5 Method

I don’t know the source of this method or even how
the magic number of 2.5 came out of it. I do know,
however, that just like the other five methods I’ll be
discussing, there are people who swear by this
method. Is it accurate? How far “off ” is it when compared to the other methods? Should you favor this
method over the tabular wing span method we just
discussed? Well, you know how to get your wing span,
so that part doesn’t need any further discussion. Obviously, one of the advantages of this method is that you
get five measurements of your wing span, making sure
the person isn’t cheating the system, average the five
measurements, and then divide that by 2.5. Or you
can take each measurement, divide that measurement

by 2.5 and then average that result. It is definitely
simple, quick, and perhaps efficient. However, we
can’t stop here and call this good or bad. The biggest
disadvantage to this method is that it doesn’t address
any of the variables of body symmetry contained in
the normal wing span method. In addition, I haven’t
found out where that 2.5 came from (someone obviously knows, but it wasn’t my intent to research the
subject that far).
Remember that I said that I had data and comparisons? Be patient. I have one more method to go
through before said data are presented and those
comparisons are presented.
The Light Draw Recurve Bow Method

This method has been in use for a number of years. It
is an easy one to use, and can be used pretty effectively for finger shooters, since a finger shooter doesn’t
use a D-loop. You place your fingers around the bowstring, draw the bow back using proper form, anchor,
and head and shoulder positioning, hold for a second
or two, and let it down once the observer has written
down the measurement. The person taking the measurements then adds 13⁄4˝ to the “true draw” measurement taken from the drawing of the bow and arrives
at this person’s AMO draw length requirement. The
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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prospect can easily draw this bow without the risk of
dry-firing an expensive compound bow. This light
weight bow “fits” everyone, so a shop only needs one
of them. What can be easier than that, correct?
I think you can pretty well understand by now
that cheating the system with this light bow can be
pretty easy to do, especially if the person getting the
measurement only uses one or two observations to get
it “close” and then proceeds to the bow rack to find a
bow in that range of AMO draw length (rarely will
that “off the rack” bow be physically measured to see
if it is correctly marked or not). If the person taking
the measurement isn’t knowledgeable with regard to
proper form, proper alignment, proper head and
shoulder positioning and alignment, proper stance,
and the host of other items, it will be very easy for the
person to end up with a measurement that is way, way
too long, and obviously very inaccurate. Also, the grip
of this recurve bow is quite different from the grip on
most compound bows, so hand positioning is tricky.
Is this method feasible and useful? Absolutely, but
only in the hands of a shop person or coach who
knows what to look for while the prospective
buyer/student is doing their part. It is quite easy to be
far off in the measurement, and being far off can cost
that person, student, or potential customer, even to
the point of a total bow replacement. So, when using
this method, you must be very, very careful and make
many, many measurements. You are going to find that
even the most experienced shooters are going to
shimmy and shake once they hit their “anchor point”
and they won’t hold this bow for long. Why? Simply
because in nearly all cases they are going to be holding more peak holding weight with this bow than
they are currently holding with their compound bows.
This is exactly why, if things are properly done and
the observer takes his/her time, this method can be
better than the two earlier methods or, if done
improperly, is going to come in way off.

Cody Engle draws back a light weight bow.

Mike Vaccaro draws back a light weight bow.

The Data

For the purposes of this article, all measurements were
done five times per person and averaged. The reasons
are many, but foremost among them is that all six persons have shot numerous perfect 300 scores indoors
on the NFAA blue face target. In addition, all six have
shot those scores with their X-counts in the range of

Data Table of Wing Span, Wing Span Divided by 2.5, Light Bow Draw Length,
and Shooter Dimensions (all Measurements are in inches)
“Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Bow’s
Ave
Wing
Wing
Light
of the
Current
Wing
Span”
Span
Bow
Three
AMO
Name
Height
Span
AMO
/ 2.5
AMO
Estimates
Setting
Mark
71
70.62
27.625
28.250
30.35
28.74
29.00
Cody
70
69.15
27.125
27.660
28.8
27.86
28.00
Mike
66.5
67.56
26.325
28.025
27.5
26.97
27.375
Dan
69
71.51
28.250
28.625
28.2
28.35
28.00
Tom
67.5
67.61
27.310
27.045
27.75
27.37
27.875
Earl
70
69.325
27.125
27.730
29.33
28.06
28.50
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52-58X’s consistently. One of the shooters has shot
numerous 60X scores on the NFAA face and many
perfect 300 scores on the Vegas face as well. As a
result, their bows’ draw length settings are, while still
works in process, very close to their optimal draw
lengths (or so their scores and X-counts so indicate).
Their actual draw length settings give us something
to compare these estimates against.
Data Summary

I have compiled the data above from only three of the
six methods (see the next issue for the other three). It
is clear that there is a lot of variance among the three
methods. Remember that all measurements were
taken five times for each method and then averaged.
None of them was taken from a single measurement
(so commonly done by most people and bow shops).
Since we need a “known standard” of comparison,
that selection is the “Bow’s Current AMO Setting” of
these very accurate archers.
Let’s look more closely at the table (see the previous page) and see what consistencies and/or inconsistencies there are when comparing the methods to the
shooter’s bows’ current draw length settings.
Average Wing Span Compared To Bow’s Current
Draw Length Settings You will note that in all but one
case (Dan) the Average Wing Span AMO comes up
short when compared to the current draw length setting of the archers’ bows. If you take a closer look at
this difference, the wing span method comes up short
by an average difference of 0.998 inches (ouch!). The
range of variance for this data set using the wing span
method is a total of 1.625˝. However, it must be noted
that both Earl and Mark are shooting release aids
with the new “shorter throat,” which requires a
change in draw length to accommodate the release
aid, thus skewing the results somewhat. Tom, on the
other hand elected to lengthen his D-loop slightly
beyond the “standard” 1⁄2˝ opening length rather than
go with a draw length increase on his bow. If we take
those into consideration, then the numbers are much
closer than 0.998 inches and back within the 1⁄2˝ criterion of this method.
Wing Span Divided By 2.5 Compared To Bow’s
Current Draw Length Settings You will note that in all
but two of the cases (Cody & Tom), the wing span
divided by 2.5 appears to be really scattered, with this
method being short four times and long two times.
However, when you work the average of the differences, the 2.5 method averages out at only 0.487˝ (or
nearly ½ inch) short. But this is misleading, being an
inch short one time and an inch long another doesn’t
“average out” because those are two different archers
being measured. Each got a draw length estimate that
was wrong by one inch. If you take only the four read-
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ings that average out short, this changes to 0.831˝
short on average, and 0.445˝ long for those two that
the 2.5 method came out longer than the bow’s current setting. The range for these data is 1.58˝, only
slightly better than the wing span indication.
The Light Bow AMO Measurements Compared to
the Current Draw Length Settings This gives some
very interesting results. Four out of the six measurements come out long by an average of 0.951˝, while
for two of the shooters the light bow measurement
came up short by an average of 0.312˝. What is more
interesting, however, is that the actual five measurements taken by drawing the light bow correctly, paying special attention to proper form and body positioning, etc., did not vary among the measurements
more than 1⁄4˝ (6 mm) for any of the shooters. Three
of the six shooters actually drew the light bow to the
same point for all five measurements!
The jury is still out as to exactly why they ended
up longer with the light bow; especially since they
complained that the “holding weight” of the light
bow was really making them feel which muscles they
really needed to use due to the “burning sensation”
between their shoulder blades as opposed to their use
of arm and forearm/hand muscle to get to the same
point, with no “burn” between and towards the lower
side of their shoulder blades. They admitted that
there is such a tendency for them to not utilize those
larger muscle sets in their backs because they can hold
Continued on Next Page
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the bow back much “easier” with their arms, even
though they know this is poor technique. Perhaps
there may well be something about those recurve
bows that make you cognizant of which muscles you
need to use and forcing you to do so in order to come
to anchor correctly.
Comparing the Average of All Three Methods to the
Current Bows’ Draw Length Settings This also gives
some very interesting results. In four out of the six
cases, the average of all three methods comes up
short. However the gap is only by 0.55 inches with a
range of 0.32 inches for the entire group. For the two
shooters for whom the average of all three methods
turned out to be longer than their bow’s current setting, the difference was only 0.355 inches. So far the
average of the three methods appears to be a better
estimate than any single one of the methods used as a
stand-alone. Will it be superior to any one of the
other three, also? I think it is too early to draw that
conclusion; we’ll await the results of the other three
methods (next issue).
Conclusions

Let’s pretend that each of the six persons that were
measured for this article were purchasing a new bow,
and they didn’t know which draw length to order.
That is to say that they don’t already have a bow that
they are shooting to a high level.
Based upon the data above, and ignoring the
“Bow’s Current AMO Setting” in the table above
(since that bow doesn’t exist for this scenario) I would
either find a bow on the rack that could be set up to
the specifications below or I would order their bows
with the following draw length range:
Mark AMO range 28˝ – 291⁄2˝
for a draw length specific bow: 281⁄2˝ AMO
Cody AMO range 27˝ – 281⁄2˝
for a draw length specific bow: 28˝ AMO
Mike AMO range 261⁄2˝ – 28˝
for a draw length specific bow: 27˝ AMO
Dan
AMO range 28˝ – 291⁄2˝
for a draw length specific bow: 28˝ AMO
Tom
AMO range 27˝ – 281⁄2˝
for a draw length specific bow: 271⁄2˝ AMO
Earl
AMO range 271⁄2˝ – 29˝
for a draw length specific bow: 28˝ AMO
Based upon just the data for only the three methods
discussed, the draw length specific cam’s AMO draw
length recommendation would give each shooter some
room for either shorter or longer from the “Average of
the Three Methods” used. Of course, this also assumes
that the manufacturer is going to ship the bow “as
ordered” and not send one that actually comes in
longer than specified (which occurs quite frequently).
12

Can you now see why using just one measurement or only one method can really cause a lot of
problems, hassle and expense to the shooter as well as
to the archery shop and manufacturer? Can you see
why so many shooters end up with a bow they will
never be able to shoot really well? Remember, the bow
needs to be fit to the shooter, not the shooter fit to the
bow.
However, before ordering a bow for them, I
would check the shop’s stock for a bow that can be
adjusted to fit the shooter’s draw length requirement,
and if I were lucky enough to have one, set it up exactly at the requirement indicated by the average of the
three methods and go from there.
Better yet, of course, is to use another method or
methods that may better determine this thing and
narrow it down further.
So, are we to conclude from this data that none of
the three methods is reliable? Absolutely not. Are we
to conclude that the “wing span divided by 2.5
method” is completely unreliable, especially for a person with a longer wing span?” Not necessarily. You
will already note that averaging the three methods,
and then comparing that average to what the bow is
set for brings things into a better light and appears to
perhaps support that using only one of the methods
or only one measurement of each is likely not to be
the best route to follow. The more data you have and
the more cross-checks, the more accurately you can
find that somewhat elusive “Starting point for your
AMO Draw Length” for shooting a compound bow.
You are likely to form your own conclusions based
upon the data above, and there is nothing wrong with
that. If you want to have some fun, while at the same
time learn something about your own setup and how
close you might be, then make yourself a blank table
similar to that one above, gather your personal data
(don’t forget to take at least five measurements of each
item in the table, including when you measure the
“true draw” of your bow and convert it to AMO Draw
length). Realize that a single measurement or use of a
single method may not be as accurate as many measurements and a combination of methodology. You
have already seen in the review of the three most common methods that the results differ greatly; even
when used by an experienced archer/coach! Imagine
what will result if the person taking the measurements
is not experienced or well versed.
In my next article I’ll discuss the final three methods and will provide the data for those as well. Then,
we can combine all the data for each shooter, average
all six of the methods’ data, and then compare it to
each shooter’s actual draw length setup and see what
filters out. They always say, “The more the merrier.” I
always say that the more data one has, the better you
Archery Focus

can isolate something you
are looking for.

obtained on the Easton
Bow Scale was between 21
and 21.5 pounds every
Post Script
single time! What is more
Just for fun, early on in
shocking is that, according
this process while I was
to my shooting journal,
setting up how to gather
during the time I was
the data, I decided to use
shooting my absolute best
the light weight bow and
several years ago, my holdto have someone help me
ing weight was . . . you got
to get several additional
it, 21 pounds! It was also
measurements from that
noted that I shook very
method alone. However,
little during this exercise,
there is one big difference
and it convinced me that
in the way that set of data
even now, after changing
was gathered.
Mike Vaccaro draws back the light weight bow showing the D-Loop. bows many times over the
The difference is that
years, the memory of the
this time, I used the Easton Digital Bow Scale to draw draw length, anchor, and even how the bow “feels” at
back the bow, since it matched my release aid very full draw (holding weight) is still there! Interesting
closely in my finger positioning in relationship to the stuff, isn’t it?
bowstring. I couldn’t see the ‘numbers’ on the measurHowever, I do not recommend that you all go out
ing arrow, nor could I see the digital readout until I let and fiddle with a light weight recurve bow; at least
the bow down. What did I discover? For the five pull- not yet. We have more methods to talk about and
backs of the light weight bow, my “true draw length” more data to compare.
was almost exactly the same every time. In addition,
which I must admit startled me, my “peak weight”

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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The
“Mom Card”
by Lorretta Sinclair
People have often asked me what the hardest
part of being an Archery Mom is and at first I would
have said it was coordinating all the travel. Then I
would have said that it’s balancing the highs and
lows of three boys as they compete. Not many things
are harder than having one son up in the clouds for
a great tournament while another is down in the
dumps from a substandard one. But then finally, I
knew the hardest thing about being an archery mom
was playing the “Mom Card.”
I am not talking about the Mom Card that gets
played by moms themselves, the classic, “You’ll do as
I say because I am the Mom!” I am talking about the
other “Mom Card.” This Mom Card is delivered by
those who can’t adjust to the
fact that a parent can indeed
successfully coach their own
children, albeit we test one
another many times. This Mom
Card gets played by arrogant
judges or by others who seem to
want to diminish the hard work
that parents put into the job of
helping our kids succeed,
whether it’s in archery or in some other endeavor. At
one event there was discussion as to whether I was
“allowed” to stand behind Dakota during elimination matches because according to one @$&#! judge
I was “Just a Mom.” This was not met with happiness by my sons.
I had never dealt
with the Mom Card
being played on me
because we hadn’t participated in competition sports before, but I quickly
realized what it was and why it got played. “You’re
just the Mom” and “Oh, you’re his mother” were
comments thrown out when I would do what other
coaches who were not related to an archer would do
to stand up for their archers or work through an
issue for their archers. I not only learned to coach, to

be a bow mechanic, to seek information when I
needed/wanted it, but also I poured my heart into
becoming the best coach I could be and at the same
time do what many coaches will not do . . . because
I am their mom.
Excuse . . . me.
I attended the same trainings as every other person who has become a certified Archery Coach. In
fact, I attended extra trainings because I coached a
high level athlete; so when I achieved the title of
Regional Coach in 2007 I had paid out of pocket
more than most people to attend coach certification
courses. I write letters to the USA Archery Board
not because I am a mom but because I want to protect the rights of all athletes,
and I think all coaches should
write letters when things are
screwy. I don’t have to go to
tournaments, but I think the
boys are entitled to have their
coach present and, apparently,
so do they. I’m entitled to stand
behind my sons in matches and
I’m entitled to everything else
every other coach is entitled to, despite the Mom
Card being thrown out there as if it were a Cardinal
Sin to coach your own children.
There are many benefits to having your coach be
your mom (or dad). One of the things my sons never
had to think about was, “Will she go to bat for us
when there is an issue
on the field?” Nor did
they have to wonder if
their coach would show
up. Nor did they have to worry if they could afford a
coach. Well, they did have to worry about that
because I was also smart enough to know that I didn’t know it all (not even close to all). But that’s a different story.
It’s not easy coaching your own, as many of us
who do have discovered. It’s a delicate balancing act

“I am not talking about
the Mom Card: ‘You’ll do
as I say because I am the
Mom!’ I am talking about
the other ‘Mom Card.’”

Further Adventures
of an Archery Mom
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to know when you are pushing enough, when you
have pushed too far, when you ought to just get in
the car and scream to yourself, when you need a glass
of wine or maybe two (after every single tournament!), when you need to ask for help and when to
turn them over to someone else. And sometimes
through this wild adventure of being an Archery
Mom, I have lost that balance.
And gratefully, my sons usually
let me know when. And those
who care about us have as well.
Nothing in is more sobering
than having a 16-year old
putting his arm around you saying, “Mom, calm down” just as
you are about to throttle someone for being a blithering idiot. And there are times
that my sons have thanked me for exactly being the
Mom Who Coaches Them in spite of the times that
I fell off that balance bar that we all needed to be on
to succeed.
I fully acknowledge that we started out in this
sport choosing a first bow with the brilliant question, “Clarke, do you want the long curvy one or the
one with wheels?” and in less than three years from
their very first lesson we had National Champions,
World Team members, All-Americans, All-Academic Archery Team members, U.S. Archery Team

members, and more. We have learned tricks, tips,
and basic know-how from some of the best coaches
and archers in the U.S. But ask my boys who is their
coach and they’ll say “My mom.” Why, after all the
great people we’ve worked with would they say that?
Because Mom is always there. She’ll be there when
no one else is available. Always. I had to learn to deal
with the Mom Card being
played and so did the boys.
Yep, I’m a mom. And sometimes that’s the best thing in the
world to be. I have told the boys
many times, “No one in the
world will stick up for you, or
help you, or watch out for you,
or stand by you like your mom
will.” Such is the case for the Sinclair Boys, so when
other people make the comment, “She’s only a mom”
I finally figured they must be saying that because
they know those truths. I am their mom . . . and
coach . . . and chauffeur . . . and travel agent . . . and
cook . . . and whatever else it takes to help them
reach their goals. It works for us and that’s all that
counts.

“No one in the world will
stick up for you, or help
you, or watch out for you,
or stand by you like your
mom will.”

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Moving Beyond
“Just Okay”
by Andy Macdonald
Just over twenty years ago, I took up pistol
shooting. I’d already shot a rifle for over ten years
and with the resources of my own income behind
me, I decided it was time to bring my boyhood
dreams to reality. It wasn’t much time later that I
joined a pistol club and bought a precision target
pistol. I practiced every weekend, all weekend for
months and soon got reasonably good. I shot even
more and my group sizes slowly shrank.
After a year of constant target practice, though,
I hadn’t got much better and I was still nowhere near
as good as some of the other shooters in the club.
I was surely putting out more effort than they
were. What wasn’t I doing enough of? Practice
makes perfect, doesn’t it? I was putting in a great
deal of practice, but I wasn’t getting any better. I
couldn’t understand why.
Has that happened with your archery? Have you
bought enough equipment to start your own shop?
Have you stood and loosed hundreds of arrows a day
for years? And then, like me, you’ve done lots of
practicing, but you’re far from perfect. Possibly,
you’re even getting worse. So much for “practice
makes perfect”! What is going on?
Remember when you were learning hand writing at school? Did you spend hours with a pencil
going over the letters of the alphabet? Many of us
have now been writing for years. Why is it that a lot
of people have handwriting that has deteriorated
since leaving school? For many of us, our best and
neatest letters were produced in
the months that followed learning them.
So now you’re starting to
wonder what I’m getting at. We
have it drummed into us from an early age that
“practice makes perfect” and it obviously works to a
certain extent. But then it seems to fail. To understand this, we need to know about how we learn.
(Don’t worry, this won’t hurt at all.)

Maslow proposed a concept that there were four
stages of learning. Here is a description of the four
stages (with my estimate of how these apply to
archery in brackets).
Stage 1 Unconscious Incompetence
The individual neither understands nor knows how
to do something, nor recognizes the deficit, nor has
a desire to address it. (A person is totally unaware
of the existence of archery and there is no reason
why they should be aware of it.)
Stage 2 Conscious Incompetence
Though the individual does not understand or
know how to do something, he or she does recognize the deficit, without yet addressing it. (A person realises that archery exists and is aware that
they know nothing about it.)
Stage 3 Conscious Competence
The individual understands or knows how to do
something. However, demonstrating the skill or
knowledge requires a great deal of consciousness or
concentration. (A person knows how to shoot a
bow, but needs to keep their awareness of what
they are doing fully focussed towards achieving a
good shot.)
Stage 4 Unconscious Competence
The individual has had so much practice with a
skill that it becomes “second nature” and can be
performed easily (often without concentrating too
deeply). He or she may or may not be able to teach
it to others, depending upon how and when it was
learned. (A person is able to
perform the shot cycle without
having to think or closely monitor what it is that they’re
doing.)
Consider the last stage, Unconscious Competence. Most of us get some of the way there. We
don’t have to think about the process of putting
together the shot, but the arrows don’t end up in the
gold consistently. Other people seem to be able to do
this easily. Why isn’t it working for us?
Brain scientists have come to understand that
learning is the process of making connections

“No conscious focus
equals no gain in skill.”

How We Learn

In the late 1940’s a psychologist called Abraham
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between cells in our brain. A
great many connections are
made between brain cells (neurons) that correspond to the
actions of what needs to be done
to carry any sort of task. It
might be sharpening a pencil or remembering your
own name. With complex actions like performing
and co-ordinating the number of different actions
and skills in a shot cycle, a great many neurons have
to be connected.
Early in your life, you learned many skills and
thus made the neural connections for things like
walking. To gain the skill of walking, you required an
ability to balance. You required the ability to know
where your body is, without looking at it. You developed the skill of coordination. An ability to judge
distance and avoid obstacles is also handy. We gain
these supporting skills to help us master walking at
the same time as just moving our feet.
We aren’t born with many natural abilities that
are that highly developed. Breathing and a sucking
reflex are some important natural abilities that we
are born with. Everything else that gives us higher
brain function is a process of making neural connections. The amazing thing about this is that we are
capable of almost unlimited learning.

The unfortunate part is that
we can consciously focus on
only one thing at a time. And
fine focus is what makes the difference.
Think about the Conscious
Competence stage of learning. A beginner’s line is
an interesting place to watch the different levels of
previous skill being demonstrated. Remember that
true beginners have never shot a bow before, so they
can’t have the exact neural connections to do it perfectly. Previous learning will have equipped some
with skills that make it easier for them than for others. (This is where the belief of “natural skill” comes
from and it is easy to think of it as being the only
explanation, but natural skill has been disproved in
every detailed investigation.)
Beginners swiftly improve once they learn to
focus on what they have to do. It is this focus which
forges those neural links. The watching and thinking
about placing one’s body in a position and performing a coordinated movement is forging long chains
of neural links. Some are good connections that help
us shoot accurately. Other connections aren’t so
good and hinder us shooting accurately. These rough
initial connections are the cause of unrefined rapid

“Deliberate, focussed
practice is what makes
champions.”

Continued on Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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learning.
This process is actually a
good thing. It allows beginners
to quickly get the basics of
shooting a bow. This fast and
broad formation of neural links
is an effective way to quickly get
competent. In a primitive world,
you might not last long if you
had to take half a day to learn
how to use a club to fend off a
leopard.
But once someone starts
getting better at a skill like
shooting a bow, what happens
then?
You move from a level of Conscious Competence to Unconscious Competence. At this stage you
hardly have to think or concentrate to carry out a
shot. How often do you have to think about walking
when you’re doing it, or how to ride a bike after you
think you’re good enough at it?
The simple answer is that you rarely do. Because
you feel that there is no need to, you aren’t focussing
on that task any more. Because you don’t focus on it,
you don’t get better at it. If you don’t get any feedback that a skill needs attention, it can even get
worse.
How often do you go down to the archery club
and shoot arrows at the target with the same amount
of focus that you paid to just walking to the line?
No conscious focus equals no gain in skill. This
is where most people plateau in general terms. They
shoot lots of arrows without any firm understanding
of how to go about effectively improving. This
means that they achieve very little in improvement,
compared to their first hours of learning to use a
bow.
Once you get to the point where the inconsistencies in your form are as common as your consistencies, they balance out. You’re
not getting any better, regardless
of how many arrows you shoot.

tion of something that you want
to remember makes it easier to
recall. With enough repetition,
it becomes permanently embedded in your long term memory.
When we’re quickly learning to shoot a bow (or club a
leopard or . . .), a lot of connections are being forged. Many of
these connections will be for
things that aren’t required for
consistent performance. A common beginner’s bad habit is
grabbing the bow tightly or
holding the hand stretched out
and then grabbing the bow right after release. These
practices can be considered skills, just ones that are
not conducive to accurate shooting and are thus
undesired. Subtle things like being too tense can also
prevent the bow hand from forming a consistent
grip.
Focusing on the bow hand and paying attention
to forming a grip that has the best characteristics
refines the neural structure for that task. It makes
new connections in the archer’s brain that are exercised and gain in effect while the inadvertent connections are not exercised and fade in effect.
This is the process which requires the attention:
performing that action with precision and focus,
with as much isolation as you can muster. This
means instead of doing a flowing continuous
sequence of maybe twelve individual steps or
motions, you only practice one single part of the
process. This deliberate practice method gives you
the opportunity to refine the neural connections
used during the action. It builds and reinforces the
correct neural pattern and also weakens the effect of
the spurious one.
If you think about the single individual steps or
actions required in a shot cycle, you’ll quickly identify areas that you can concentrate on.
Something as simple as taking your stance deserves attention. How many times do you
take your stance compared to
the number of arrows you shoot
once you’ve done it?
Do you know approximately
how many degrees you stand in
relation to the target? If you’ve
not even stopped to try to estimate the amount of
offset that you’re standing in relation to the target,
how can you be sure that you are being consistent?
This is something that you can easily work on. You

“Once you get to the
point where the
inconsistencies in your
form are as common as
your consistencies, they
balance out. You’re not
getting any better,
regardless of how many
arrows you shoot.”

How to Get Un-Plateaued

“Training yourself in a
state of maximum awareness can be done at any
time you chose to concentrate on practicing
building the skill.”

So how do we get around this
problem? First, let’s go back to
the brain and its neural connections. Something else that the
neuroscientists discovered about
neural connections is that
they’re almost like muscles. If the connections regularly get used, they stay effective. The neural connections that don’t get used lose effect. This works
almost exactly the same way with memory. Repeti18
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don’t even need to be on the shooting line if you
chose something of reference. Would you think of
spending twenty minutes carefully practicing taking
your stance? Do you think it’s that important?
It doesn’t take much to choose other areas to
work on. Do you know exactly what your shoulders
are doing during your draw? If you don’t know, can
you be sure that you’re doing the same thing?
Training yourself in a state of maximum awareness can be done at any time you chose to concentrate on practicing building the skill.
Transitioning from Practice to Performance

So what happens when you’re standing on the line
when it matters, ready to loose arrows towards the
target? This is the beauty of deliberate training.
Once you’ve trained yourself consciously and set
those precise neural patterns in place, it works in the
same way without you having to think about it. The
fact that you practiced small parts of your technique
in isolation is irrelevant. You’ll perform those practiced and perfected skills like a roller coaster car follows its track during your shot cycle.
If you’ve ever asked a star performer of any sport
how they manage to perform what they do so well,
it’s very common that they don’t know. Often they
say “I just do it” and won’t be able to give out any

secrets about their activity.
Now you know why. They are just doing it. They
don’t have to think about what they do because
they’re running on the same pre-programmed and
refined neural pathways that they spent so much
time defining and refining. With archers, accuracy
comes from consistency. Performing the same duplicate shot cycle is your goal. Where the arrows land
in a group on the target is just a report card on your
ability to perform perfect repetition.
As brain scientists have discovered though,
shooting arrows is not the best or most efficient way
of becoming consistent. Deliberate, focussed practice is what makes champions.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Elements of
Winning Archery
by Steve Ruis
Dear Reader,
This is the introductory chapter in a book I am writing called Winning Archery. It outlines each of the topics
of the other chapters in the book and gives you an idea of
what to expect if you choose to read it. Please realize the
audience for this book is: beginning archers wanting to
get the best start they can in a sport new to them, archers
new to competition, and archers who have been competing for a while and are frustrated they aren’t doing better. If you don’t fall into one of these three groups, go clean
out the garage or do something else that is useful.
I hope the book will be ready by the end of this summer.
Steve
k
Shooting arrows well is only a minimum skill
needed to win archery competitions. Too many
archers think it is the only thing needed in learning
to win tournaments and
they couldn’t be more
wrong. There are a great
many other aspects of winning besides shooting well
that are required to win consistently. In this article I
will lay out for you all of the elements of winning
archery.

Huh, but. . . .
I know, you’ve heard it your whole life: this athlete or that athlete is “a natural talent” or has “god
given talent.” Well, for many decades scientists have
been trying to identify what a “talent” is and so far
they have come up with nothing; in fact, it looks as if
they won’t. Accept it now, there is no such thing as
talent. This doesn’t mean that people don’t learn certain things more easily than others or that we all
aren’t much better at certain tasks than others. The
point is that there isn’t some specific talent for painting or violin playing or chess or math or sports we are
talking about. That sort of talent probably does not
exist.
What people do have is abilities or attributes. If
you are a basketball player and you are tall it helps; if
you are very tall, it helps a great deal. But if you are
simultaneously tall and very clumsy, you probably
will not get very far in basketball. To be a good baseball player you need great
hand-eye coordination, not
so much to be a football
lineman, but there it helps if you are tall and strong
and quick, but not necessarily fast. Many of these
attributes can be enhanced: you can become faster,
stronger, or quicker through training, although we all
have limits (largely genetic). Nobody has figured a
way to train people to be taller, for example. These

“I start with something you don’t
need—talent.”

Talent

I start with something you don’t need—talent.
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attributes contribute to the possibilities of success.
The number of tennis players, good tennis players,
under 5´8˝ or over 6´6˝ are very, very few. But the
majority of professional basketball players are over
6´6˝. This has nothing to do with “talent.”
So, if one doesn’t need talent, what does one
need? Well, to shoot well you have to be calm and
focused, so those qualities are nice, but they can also
be learned. It is also nice if you are not discouraged
easily in that, if you find a limit to your abilities, it
motivates you to find a way beyond that limit. Basically, if you want to become a winning archer, you
have to have a passion for practice; you have to like
to practice. If you have the physical attributes for a
sport (and most people do for archery), it takes a
great deal of effort and practice to reach the top. If
you don’t enjoy the work, you probably won’t stick it
out long enough to get good enough to win.
I have a definition for being an “adult,” it goes
like this: adults can enjoy hard work. I have known 14year old adults and 45-year old kids, by my definition. If you don’t enjoy the work associated with
practicing, that is address it in an adult manner, you
will not make it.
So, why does the concept of “talent” exist if there
isn’t such a thing? My guess is it stems from ego protection. Right after some guy beats your brains out
on the archery field, who wants to admit that the

other guy simply trained harder, or tried harder, or
just made fewer mistakes. It salves the ego to think
that they had some genetic or “god given” talent that
you weren’t given, so losing doesn’t hurt so much.
Winning Equipment

A winning archer needs the very best equipment,
right? Top of the line bow ($1000+), bow sight
($300-500), stabilizer system ($200-350), arrows
($200-400), etc. This would be a good place to start,
right?
Er, ah, no.
In fact such equipment, before you are ready to
take advantage of it, can be detrimental to your
development. (Top flight equipment can be very sensitive as to how well it is handled.)
I can hear the disappointment oozing from every
young archer reading this, their dreams of beautiful
archery gear flying off on gossamer wings. But, it is
true: you do not need top of the line equipment to
become a top flight archer. What you need is adequate equipment, which is equipment that is good
enough and which has been carefully fitted to you.
As long as you are getting good feedback from the
target, you can get better. Good feedback means the
positions of the arrows landing on the target are
determined by what you have done and not by your
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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equipment. Bent arrows, for example, don’t give good
feedback, straight arrows can.
To ensure your equipment is “good enough” you
will need help, some from this book and some you
will have to include in the makeup of your support
team.
Oh, and don’t worry—if you earn it, you will have
all of that top notch equipment to shoot.
Winning Technique

I could tell you stories of self-made champions, but
they would be stories from half a century, or longer,
ago. The level of competition is such that one really
can’t do it alone any more. Conversely and particularly troubling with regard to archery technique is
that people are still debating most aspects of it.
Technique in archery consists of two parts: form
(also called posture) and execution. I would be hard
pressed to address any aspect of archery technique
without mentioning that there is more than one recommendation regarding it.
The good news is that the differences being
debated may not count for much. The 2008 men’s
Olympic archery champion, Viktor Ruban of
Ukraine, won his gold medal while exhibiting two
common “form flaws,” which are things almost every
coach would tell you not to do. Those two practices
may not be optimal, but they certainly didn’t cost Mr.
Ruban an Olympic gold medal.
We will look at this in some detail. I say only
“some” detail, because this is the topic of most target
archery books, so the literature is extensive.
The bottom line is you will probably need help
from a good coach to refine your technique.
Winning Physical Training

There are people who insist on breaking down issues
along the lines of “there are two kinds of . . . ” followed by their favorite dichotomy (people who like dogs and
people who like cats, or people
who believe in God and people
who don’t, etc.). I am not one of
those . . . but, in archery, there
are two kinds of competitors,
those who do physical training
and those who don’t.
The question is: do those
who do have an edge?
The answer is a resounding . . . maybe.
You have to be very careful when asking people
about this topic. As I am writing this the 2010 Winter Olympics is under way and there are stories
everywhere about the training elite athletes will
engage in try to get an edge on their competitors.

Many of these activities are attempts to get another
one percent or even a fraction of one percent better
performance. You will need to figure out just how
much advantage such efforts are to wisely decide
whether you want to embark on a physical training
regimen. Then you need to know what kinds of physical training are useful. For example, will jogging help
your archery? The answer: probably not, besides
there are much more effective ways to provide the
cardiovascular fitness archers need (interval training,
step aerobics, etc.).
We will discuss this whole topic and suggest
ways for you to decide whether you need a physical
training plan and, if so, suggest good resources to
you.
Winning Mental Training

I am just returned from the 2010 World Archery
Festival and I recall that a former champion, Chance
Beaubouef, when asked what his greatest asset was
replied “a strong mental program.” Huh, a guy wins
$25,000 and he doesn’t think it is his bow, or his sterling technique, or wants to give his coach props? It’s
his “mental game?”
Yep.
There is a joke in archery on this topic; it goes
like this:
Me Winning scores, even perfect scores are
easy!
You Really?
Me Yes, it is a simple two step process:
Step 1 Shoot a bull’s-eye.
Step 2 Repeat Step 1 as necessary.
Even non-archers find this amusing because
everyone recognizes the apparent silliness of it. The
problem being in the word “repeat;” it is not so simple. Yet, a great many archers practice based on this
“principle.” They go to an archery range and shoot
arrows for x hours. (Oh, a good
one! Oh, missed that time. Oh,
darn, another miss. etc.) Supposedly if they shoot long
enough they will string together
a series of good shots and feel
like they have accomplished
something. In reality very little
has been accomplished.
Elite archers are thinking
their way from shot to shot and
through each shot. (That shot was low. Why was it
low? Maybe I need to focus on holding my bow
steady. Let’s try that. Oh, back on center, good!) The
thinking while making the shot is largely subconscious while the thinking between shots is largely
conscious, but thinking from shot to shot is necessary

“I would be hard pressed
to address any aspect of
archery technique without
mentioning that there is
more than one recommendation regarding it.”
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“You need to know what
kinds of physical training
are useful. For example,
will jogging help your
archery? The answer:
probably not.”

because it is physically impossible to shoot two shots the exact
same way. What has to happen is
small adjustments have to be
made almost continuously to
maintain a high level of accuracy
and consistency. One’s mental
program consists of all the
things one does mentally to keep
on track.
In this chapter, we will sketch out what is needed (including how to deal with head games and trash
talking) and point you to all of the best sources of
mental training.
Planning to Win

Most beginning competitive archers think that all
they need to do is to learn to shoot well and they are
in the money. I hope by now that you realize that this
is wrong. Everyone needs to learn how to win which
includes you being in charge of everything that can
affect your performance, plus you have to know what
your level of performance is and whether you are
making progress or not.
You do not want to learn these lessons the hard
way. For example, I once got to a competition and set
up my bow, arrows, quiver, etc. I had my tools with
me as well as having packed a lunch, but unfortu-

nately my bow sight was at
home, sitting on my work bench.
End of tournament. Ask any
archer about competing and
they will have at least one story
that is similar (showing up without bow, arrows, release aid,
membership documents, tab,
etc.). Archers will also have stories about flying to a tournament
and having their luggage (and bow, arrows, etc.) lost
by the airline.
In addition to being responsible for your logistics, you need to know whether you have any chance
of winning. The only way to do this is to keep
records. For example, a competition you would like to
win had a winning score of 286/300 last year (and
similar scores the previous few years). If your average
practice score on that round is 286, then you have
about a 50% chance of winning (half of the time your
score is higher, half the time it is lower). Well, you
would have a 50% chance of winning if your competition scores are similar to your practice scores . . . and
if the same people show up who showed up last year
and they haven’t gotten much better . . . . and. . . . I
think you get the point. If you have some vague
notion of winning, you are really just wishing or hopContinued on the Next Page

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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ing. If you have solid evidence recorded that you can
shoot a winning score, then you have a good reason
to believe you will be at or near the top in a competition. Which of these would make you more confident, do you think: wishing or believing? And you do
know that confidence in your abilities is good for
your performance, yes?
And . . . you will need plans for training, plans for
competing, plans for raising funds if your travel
expenses exceed your resources, etc.
You will need plans. The nice thing is you don’t
have to do all of the work yourself as you will have
people supporting your efforts who can help you.
Developing Your Support Team

Archery is an individual sport. When you think of
yourself on the medal stand, you don’t think of yourself standing with your teammates, but make no mistake there will be a team of people helping you.
Whoever first said, “It takes a
village to raise a child,:” got it
right, and it also takes a team a
create a winner.
If you are young, typically
your parents are your core team;
if you are married, your spouse is
automatically part of your
team—whether they participate
or not! Anyone trying to achieve
excellence in any field ends up
shirking the common duties they
would do if they weren’t pursuing that level of excellence. Other people end up shopping for groceries,
mowing the lawn, washing the dishes, etc. while you
are practicing and competing. Parents and spouses go
without so you can afford better equipment, travel,
tournament fees, etc.
You are also going to need technical expertise
from coaches, bow mechanics, physical trainers, and
mental skills experts, among others. These people
have to be chosen with care, fired when needs be, and
often paid for what they do for you.
Chapter 7 will give you a head start on developing (and learning to appreciate) your team.

Navigating the Archery Organizations

Before you get to even sniff the air at the shooting
line of a major archery competition, you will learn
that archery competitions aren’t put on just for the
heck of it. Behind every competition is a sponsoring
archery organization. Since each of these organizations wants to continue to exist, they require all competitors to be members of their organization to compete for medals and prizes.
Oh, you can shoot in almost all archery competitions as a “guest,” but you will not win, get a trophy
or medal, or possibly even get your score posted.
Organizations who allowed archers to compete and
not be members would quickly no longer exist.
So, which organizations should you join? What
does membership entail? What do you need to know
to avoid making costly mistakes in competition?
These are all good questions. For one, all of these
organizations have their own rules, often their own
targets, scoring schemes, and
traditions. In one organization,
if you turn in an incorrect score
card, you are disqualified; in
another, if you turn in an incorrect scorecard you may be penalized (if you turn in a higher
score than you shot it will be
corrected downward; if a lower
score, you are stuck with the
lower score).
I will lead you though the
maze and give you tips and suggestions about how to
avoid most of the mistakes (and the politics).

“You will need plans. The
nice thing is you don’t
have to do all of the work
yourself as you will have
people supporting your
efforts who can help
you.”

Any time you are ready to start, all you have
to do is start reading.
(Excerpted from Winning Archery,
coming Summer 2011)

After you have done all of the training, taken care of
your logistics, you are good to go to a tournament
and win. Well, maybe. There is much you can do
once you get there to make sure you have the best
chance of performing well.
Every successful athlete has competition routines
to support what they are doing. These routines cover
warm-up, snacks, breaks, getting to and back from
the venue, sightseeing, and more.
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Your STANDing in
Archery
by Larry Wise
As you stand at a shooting stake, raise, draw
and aim your bow at the target, what is your objective?
What is it that you are trying to do?
I ask all of my students this question at the beginning of our first coaching session. Most of them
answer: “Why hit the X, of course!” But that poses a
problem, a major problem. As you are standing at
full-draw aiming, the arrow hitting the X-ring is a
future event, a future result. But, you have to shoot the
arrow in the present, don’t you, so your shooting
objective needs to be and must be in the “present.”
Your conscious thinking must be done in the present as you are executing the shooting process! To
reach your full potential as an athlete you must engage
in present process thinking while aiming at a target
and shooting for score. (Practice is a different situation and involves different thinking.)
So what is a shot objective that keeps you focused
on the “present?” What objective keeps you thinking
about a “process” instead of the “result”? The best
“present-thinking” and “process-oriented” objective I
have experienced is to execute the shot with back-tension.
Shot Objective:
Execute The Shot With Back Tension

There are lots of ways to shoot an arrow but the most
consistent method is to use your back muscles. Loading the draw force of the bow into your back and
holding it there is critical to long term success in
archery. “Holding” in the back enables you to minimize how much arm muscle you use to release the
bowstring and thereby maximize your ability to repeat
your performance. If you want to shoot well for the
rest of your life then learn to use back tension.
Upper Body Position

Now, if you plan to use this present-thinking objective then you must be concerned about getting your
26

upper body in the best possible position for using your
back muscles, namely the rhomboids, levator scapulae
and trapezius muscles on your drawing side. Your
posture, then, becomes central to your shooting objective, your shooting form and scoring success. Proper
posture is essential to using your skeleton to its best
advantage thereby allowing most of your muscles to
relax which in turn results in your steadiest aim and
release.
So right now you’re thinking that this article is all
about “shot objectives” but it isn’t; it’s about “stance.”
Yes, stance. How can you use your skeleton effectively if you don’t connect it to the ground securely? How
you stand affects every step of form that follows and
that makes it really important.
The reason for discussing your shot objective first
is this: when you plan to shoot archery of any type you
must first find the target. Finding the shooting stake
is not enough; you must be able to see the target so
you know which direction to face from the shooting
stake. Using the same logic with your stance form element, you must know your shot objective so you can
set your stance (and every following form element) to
best achieve that objective. In fact, every one of your
form elements must be evaluated by how well it
enables you to execute the shot with back tension.
We don’t build a single form element independent of the other form elements or independent of the
final desired outcome or objective. Each form element
must relate to and prepare for the next element and to
the final shot objective. If it doesn’t, then why do it?
In articles that will follow this one I plan to
develop concepts about other form elements and, in
each case, the effectiveness of those elements must be
gauged by how well they promote shot execution with
back tension. If a particular action during the shot
execution doesn’t promote back tension then it must
be altered so it does or be eliminated.
Archery Focus

Building The Scaffold

You have an intuitive understanding that your upper
body skeleton will best be served by a steady and sturdy base. After all, most of you work on your feet for
some part of the day and without proper leg use you
would fatigue in minutes and not complete your
work. With proper leg use you can stand or walk for
hours and effectively get the job done.
So what is proper leg use? Most of us haven’t
thought much about this and you’ll have to understand that most of the day you rely on your leg bones
to hold your body up and not a lot of muscle. We all
use just enough small muscle groups to keep our leg
bones lined up so they support our body weight. We
use our bones to build the scaffold for our upper body
and our upper body skeleton to hold the force of the
bow. A properly erected scaffold base will promote
sound upper body use.
Positioning our leg bones is the first step to
achieving proper execution with back tension. You
have to get this part correct from the beginning or
your success will be limited. Build the scaffold too
narrow and the top will teeter back and forth. Build it
too wide and it places too much stress on the angled
joints (especially the lower back).
Feature One: Stance Spread How far you spread
your feet, how you distribute your weight on your
feet, and how you rotate your torso relative to the tar-

get are the three main features of the form element
called stance. Following is what I teach beginners, as
well as advanced archers, about spread distance.
Determining spread is easily taught using the
beginners “T” body position and closed eyes. Here’s
how: stand with your heels together, eyes closed and
arms raised to form the archer’s “T” as illustrated (see
left photo next page). In this position it takes only a few
seconds to feel your body swaying back and forth (the
old toy ad comes to mind: “Weebles wobble but they
don’t fall down.” Do you remember that one?). You
have to use lots of small and large muscles to keep
your balance when your feet are together; it’s very
similar to standing on just one foot.
Repeat the closed-eye “T” position but after a few
seconds spread your feet to hip-width (see right photo
next page). You should immediately feel most of your
leg muscles relax and the swaying subside. At this
point you can experiment with different spread distances, from ten inches to eighteen inches, to find
what feels most comfortable, most stable, and most
relaxed. Everyone’s anatomy is different so what
works for you may not work for your shooting partners.
Repeating a point made earlier, the leg bones
should be in line so they are supporting the weight of
your upper body. To keep them in line requires only a
Continued on the Next Page
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Teaching stance to any archer should begin with the “T” formation.
Standing with arms raised to shoulder height and eyes closed allows
your students to feel for themselves the unstable sway they have when
their feet are together. To keep their balance they must activate many
of their leg muscles instead of relaxing most of them.

Spreading your feet to hip-width while standing in this “T” position
demonstrates how many leg muscles can be relaxed while maintaining
stability. Try this little test for yourself and you’ll know what I mean
and then be willing to pass it along to your students.

few small muscles and not the larger leg muscles.
There’s no need to “lock” your knees by tightening a
lot of muscles; just use enough small muscle groups to
keep the bones in line. Standing with your knees bent
will quickly prove to you that using lots of muscles
leads to fatigue in just a few seconds. Therefore a
quality stance will have feet spread to a “comfortable”
stable width, leg bones lined up and most leg muscles
relaxed.
Feature Two: Weight Loading On Your Feet/LeftRight Distribution For model form (like you use for
indoor shooting) I recommend distributing your body
weight equally on each foot. So an archer in proper
full-draw-position will support 50% of his or her
body weight on each foot unless certain physical challenges dictate otherwise.
A wheelchair-bound archer, for instance, would
not be able to do this. Instead they would be adjusting body position to accommodate the upper body in
much the same fashion as a standing archer. Chair
height, seat type and handrail adjustments all have to
be made to build the stability needed for steady aiming. A young friend and tremendous archer, K. J. Polish, is an example of someone who has met this challenge and become an elite archer among the pro
ranks.
I’m sure you have noticed some of your friends
leaning away from the target once they reach fulldraw-position (see photo—right). In general they are
placing more weight on the draw-side foot and less on
the bow-side and, in most cases, this imbalance occurs

during the final few inches of the draw stroke as the
compound is drawn over peak weight. Standing with
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Continued on Page 30

Leaning away from the target indicates that more weight is loaded
onto the foot away form the target. This position places some imbalanced loads in your upper body as well and should be avoided as it
takes extra muscle use to keep steady.
Archery Focus

Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Placing each foot on one of two common scales will tell you how you
distribute your weight while shooting. Have your students do this
while you watch the scales and record the weights on each.

body weight across both feet. Someone looking at
your back can tell you if you are standing with good
vertical alignment and distributing your weight
equally (see photo bottom left).
Feature Two: Weight Loading On Your Feet/ToeHeel Distribution The final stance consideration is the
forward weight distribution on the “balls” of your feet.
Standing with about 50% of your weight on your
heels and 50% on the front or “balls” of the feet will
allow you to rock toward your backside too easily –
your heels can’t stop you from rocking backward. To
compensate, shift 60% of your weight forward onto
the balls of your feet. Shoes with slightly higher heels
can help with this effort to move your center of gravity over the balls of your feet.

one foot on each of two scales will verify this situation.
Correcting it is easy to do but several weeks of
practice will be needed to build the 50/50 weight distribution desired. The correction begins with an
uneven weight distribution; say 70% on the bow-side
foot, before raising the bow. Maintain this weight
imbalance through the raise and draw of the bow.
Then as you reach full-draw-position, equalize your

Standing vertical or placing about 55-60% of your weight forward on
your feet will be most stable for the large majority of archers. Shooting
in hiking or work shoes that have slightly higher heels will be enough
to tip your weight forward and avoid the “tipping backwards” feeling
that I sometimes get while shooting in tennis shoes.

Standing with your spine vertical will distribute equal amounts of
weight on each foot. It will also lead to a more relaxed but more stable
stance position. Note that this student’s shoulders are now level giving
optimum leverage from his back and shoulder muscles that leads to consistent shot execution.
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Having your weight slightly forward is more stable. Pitching your upper body slightly forward will
help you keep your back straighter so it’s not arched.
It also helps to dampen the “rock-back” feeling you
often get. (Nothing feels worse to me than shooting a
field archery target with my toes uphill.) This forward
alignment is only one or two degrees and should not
move more than 60% of your weight forward because
that, too, is unstable. Experimenting with different
shoe-heel types will lead you to a good heel height for
your body type and the most appropriate center-ofgravity position for your own stance.
Feature Two: Stance Angle to the Target The third
Archery Focus

aspect of stance, then, is body presentation to the target. At what angle to the target do you want your
hips, chest and shoulders so that you can aim in line
with the target center with the highest degree of
steadiness? Choose from the following:

Closed Stance
Angling the toe-line to the right of the target (righthanders) will point the chest/hips slightly away from
the target or close it relative to the target.

Even Stance
The even stance aligns the feet so that the toes are
even with a line to the target and your chest/hips are
perpendicular to a line to the target.

The closed stance for a right-hander is shown here with the right foot
pulled away from the line to the target. This would turn your chest
slightly away from the target. A few archers need this position to
maintain their natural upper bodyline to the target.

Standing with both sets of toes even with the line to the target like this
left-hander is doing puts you in the “even” stance position. This is a
good stance for beginners to use until they learn to test their stance position with the “closed eye” test.

Open Stance
The open stance presents or opens more of one’s
chest/hips to the target by angling the toe-line
slightly to the left of the target (right-handers).

The most used stance turns your chest slightly towards the target or
“open” to the target. This right-hander shows how your left foot is
pulled several inches away form the line to the target to form the open
stance. Most archers find that their upper body wants to hold this position naturally even when they close their eyes for eight or ten seconds.
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What Angle Is Correct? Determining the angle
that is most effective for you is vital to your success
during competition. Your upper body must be calm,
steady and stable over top of your hips and feet if aiming is to be high quality and if you’re going to execute
back tension with a high degree of effectiveness. With
the compound bow you should not be fighting against
the natural upper-body position over the hips; you
should find it and embrace it.
There are many techniques for finding one’s natural upper body over-the-feet position. One simple
method is to step to the target line and set your stance
even with the line to the target. Next, relax your bow
arm along side of your body and close your eyes. Finish this test by turning your head to the target with
eyes closed, pointing to where you think the target is
located. After a few seconds open your eyes and
notice where you are actually pointing (see photo top of
next page).
If you are a right-handed archer pointing to the
right of the target then open your stance a little so you
present more of your chest to the target. Close your
stance if you are pointing to the left of the target
when you open your eyes.
Repeat this several times to establish what’s natural for you. Continue the test with the bow in hand.
Raise your bow, draw, aim and while aiming close your
eyes for ten seconds. When you open your eyes note
where the sight pin has drifted. A right-drift indicates
the need to open your stance slightly while a left-drift
Continued on the Next Page
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target and repeat this test for two or three days and
then examine all five target spots to find which spot
of the five you are shooting the best. After my shoulder surgery a few years ago I thought that I’d be more
stable with an even stance but this test showed me
that I needed a more open stance because the spot on
the far right showed the best grouping in the middle.
How to Set and Maintain Your Stance

To test your stance position you can point at the target using an even
stance starting position. Close your eyes for eight to ten seconds allowing your torso to assume its natural position over you’re your hips and
feet. Then open your eyes to see if you are still point to the target. If not
adjust your stance so you’re pointing to it. Repeat the test several times
to find your natural stance.

indicates a need to close your stance a little.
When the correction is made in the archer’s
stance then open-eye aiming can be maintained without fighting against any natural drift. Less fight
against unseen forces will help make aiming steadier.
Note that I didn’t say “dead still” because that’s not
always possible and may be an unrealistic expectation
that adds muscle tension instead of keeping it relatively relaxed.
For more advanced shooters I have another test.
Place five target spots in a horizontal row across the
target butt. Spread them so that they are about 18
inches from the far left to the far right spot. Set one
stance position for the center spot and begin shooting
from twenty yards.

Human beings learn at different rates as we all know
but, in general, it takes us about three weeks or 21
days to learn a new habit. It takes only a short time for
our subconscious to establish the necessary brain
function but our muscles take a little longer to be conditioned. Therefore, practice time with your new
stance will have to be allotted before it is fully an
automatic, subconscious-controlled activity for your
feet.
During this training and while you are shooting
an end of arrows you must learn to maintain your
stance. That is, you must learn to set your stance for
the first arrow of the end and then don’t move your
feet again until the end is complete. I assume that you
are setting your feet correctly on the first try and,
therefore, you should not need to change foot position
for the remaining shots. You can’t expect identical
results on three consecutive shots if you change your
feet for all three.
Shuffling feet during an end of arrows demonstrates unwanted and unnecessary tension and nervousness. Maintaining your stance can be used to help
reduce tension and nervousness. Trusting your stance
is a big first step to getting your self-confidence elevated and maintained so learn to set your stance and
keep it anchored for the entire end of shooting.
There is an exception to this practice. When
shooting the NFAA indoor five-spot target face I
often find myself wanting to shift my stance a little to
shoot the right-side spots. The five-spot target is
rather wide from side to side so you may prefer to set
your stance for the center and left-side spots and then
shift your stance slightly to accommodate the two
right-side spots.
On-Field Adaptations to Your Stance

Place five aiming spots in a horizontal line as shown. Using an even
stance, shoot some practice ends each day for four or five days. Shoot
left-to-right sometimes and right-to-left other times. Notice if you
shoot any particular spot or spots better than others. I found that I shot
the right-most spot better, which indicated that I was shooting best
when my torso was more open to the target.

Shoot some ends left-to-right and others rightto-left. Shoot some ends in random order. Save the
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To this point we have been focused on “model form.”
That’s important because you must first build a model
for ideal conditions and then, and only then, build
form for those conditions that are not ideal. You need
that model form established before you can decide
what compromise works best in a given field archery
or 3-D situation. If you don’t have that model you’re
just blind guessing at what to do when the terrain gets
rough!
The biggest question you will have is “What do I
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do for those uphill targets”? I know that shooting
uphill is my biggest weakness and my stance is a big
part of that. I’m sure it’s the same for most of the pro
shooters I know.
Most uphill shots have uneven ground at the
shooting stake. The recommendation I can make is to
keep your heels close together so they are nearly the
same height and, therefore, can hold nearly equal
amounts of your body weight. We understand that
this makes us a little more likely to teeter back and
forth but conditions are not perfect and this, for most,
will be the best compromise.
With heels close and weight distributed equally
on your feet you can at least maintain your upper body
integrity; you can tilt a little at the waist to keep your
“power unit” together and use back tension effectively. Keep your “back tension” objective in mind as you
make compromises to your model form and you will
be able to get consistent results. Understand also that
you may not get as good a result as you do under ideal
conditions, but you can at least be consistent with a
disciplined stance.
Downhill shots are not nearly as difficult for me
but I still put my heels together. I’m sure that with my
heels together I can bend easier at the waist and that
helps get my upper body in good position relative to
the target.
Downhill situations relate closely to shooting out
of a treestand. Your feet are close together and you
must bend a little at the waist to make a good consistent shot. And maybe your knees are shaking a little!
In any event, keep your upper body power unit—your
back and shoulders—intact and you’ll get consistent
results.
Side hill shots offer a different set of conditions
than the straight uphill or straight downhill shot.
Usually your toes are either pointed uphill or downhill. (I hate my toes pointing uphill; I feel like I’m
falling backwards off a mountain cliff. Toes downhill
don’t seem to bother me since I can see what’s in front
of me and know I’m not falling over a cliff.)
In any event I have to deal with the terrain in
some way. Keep your feet spread if you can and dig
out some ground with your toe or heel to get the surface closer to horizontal. Before you raise your bow
prepare yourself by leaning slightly into the hill. Lean
beyond vertical so that by the time you get to full
draw you will be vertical. If your toes are uphill then
put more weight forward on your feet. If your toes are
downhill then keep more weight on your heels so the
slope doesn’t pull your upper body downhill while you
are aiming.
As a right-handed shooter my toughest shot,
then, is sloped uphill to the right. This puts my toes
uphill and my heels together. I have to fight the
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left/right “teetering” effect of my heels being together and gravity pulling me over backwards – very
uncomfortable.
The only way to get good at this is to practice
shooting on this kind of difficult terrain. Finding a
location that offers an uphill practice lane will help
you prepare for this difficult shot. Placing a target
butt at the top and bottom of the hill will give you an
even wider variety of practice.
You have to condition your feet and legs so they
can maintain balance while aiming up and down hills
and standing with your feet together. If you want to
become an elite field and 3-D archer you have to
undertake a full lower body workout routine.
Summary

An archer’s stance is the first element of an interrelated sequence of shooting form elements. Every element that follows depends on the stability that is created by that stance so getting it right from the beginning is vital to every archer’s success.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Passing the Torch
by Jonathan Miller
This article is the final segment to this
series of articles about starting an archery club on a
college campus. Since this is the last part of the
series, it is fitting to talk about how to pass the
torch to the next person who will be taking over the
club when you leave. Just like a business, the transfer of leadership is one of the most time consuming
and stressful times for an organization. Not only do
you need to find someone to take over but they
need to be fully informed about all the old information and processes as well as connected to the
established network of all the people that you have
developed relationships with in your time running
the club.
So, it is time to graduate and hand the club
keys to the next person in
line,
but
who should
that
be?
Most organizations at
colleges pick
their
next
officers
by
election (usually
it
is
required to do
this by the
rules governing
college clubs). The
archery club is unlike
most organizations though;
you cannot have just anyone
become the President because of
the complexity of the job. Not
only do they need to fill the role
of the club President, but
they need to know how
to coach, have

traveling team experience, know how to setup
equipment, and know where and when all the tournaments are, etc. In short, you need an already
established archer who has been around for a while
to take over. What you cannot have is someone
who has only been shooting for a few months take
over then tries (and fails) to setup competitive
equipment.
What should you do if you cannot find someone who has years of competitive experience? At
this point you need to start early with a replacement search. A year before you give up the head
position, you have to examine your pool of archers
at your club. Is there anyone with the necessary
skills, both archery-related and leadership? If not,
consider recruiting at high schools, JOAD, and
NASP clubs to try to lure an existing archer. You
may have a candidate who has strong leadership
skills, but needs stronger archery skills. Again, a
year before you give up the position, talk to a
younger shooter who is a freshman and is part of
your traveling team. (You want a freshman and not
a junior, because you want someone to be able to
lead for more than a year.) You will need to spend
the next year or so having them shadow all your
work to make sure they understand all the processes needed to run the club. The only problem with
this is the unexpected. You can invest a great deal
of time in this new replacement only to find out
that they do not want to continue shooting
and running the club. Make sure you
choose a replacement wisely

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
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Available at Better Bookstores and Online
with that in mind and check to see if the replacement is fully committed before you spend time
training. Or consider developing two or more people. One can specialize in equipment, another in
running the club’s business. You can also exert
greater efforts to find a “coaching angel,” an established coach who will support your club with
expertise, coaching sessions, etc.
Training a new head officer can be overwhelming. Think of it as the first day on the job. There is
so much to explain and show a new officer that you
can inadvertently dump too much information on
them at once. The best way to train a new person is
to first sit down before you start with them and
write down everything
you want to explain. Just
like when writing an
English paper, make an
outline of talking points
and sub points so you have a structure to go on and
you won’t get sidetracked. If you have time, write
out each talking point in short paragraphs as a
summary to give to the new trainee so they have
something to reference. Once you have your outline
done, sit down with them and go through the
process from start to finish as a quick overview of
what all the tasks are. From there it is “hands on”
training where you actually go through all the steps

with them. The goal is to make them self sufficient
so they do not need your help when you leave. If
both you and your candidate take good notes, those
can be left behind to help guide the club in the
future. (All those skills you learned to get through
college classes can finally pay some benefit other
than just grades!)
One of your most prized possessions as a head
officer is the network of connections you have
made during your time as President. This is truly
the most important thing you have to pass on to
your successor. When you started the club, it was
important to write down the name of everyone you
talked to, their contact information, and what they
have done for the club.
This is why we did that
and it now will be passed
on. Go through the list
with the trainee to
explain what each person did and how to get in
contact with them. From there you need to make
meetings with each college official to have a sit
down to introduce your replacement to them. Most
organizations do not do meetings to introduce a
new officer, they just make the switch and expect
the networking to carry on with the switch, but it
does not work this way. By scheduling a meeting
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and introducing your new replacement, you are creating a smooth transition for the college official
and letting them know who this new person is. By
showing the college official that your replacement
is up to speed with everything that has been
worked on between you and them, they will be
more inclined to continue a strong working relationship. This will keep progress continuing at a
fast rate with your club and each semester will not
have down time while a new replacement is trying
to save old contacts.
Finally when it is time for your exit from the
University, be sure to be a resource for the archery
club as someone to call/contact. There is no such
thing as a completely smooth turnover but by doing
these steps you can get close to achieving it. Be
available to your club and give guidance only when
asked since it is not your organization anymore.
Understand that where the organization goes is not
in your control anymore and is up to the current
officers in charge. In the event that the club dissolves, be proud of what you have done and hope
that it picks up in the future.
Hopefully these articles have helped you in creating a college club at your University. It is a fun
adventure to build a club and even more fun to
watch it succeed. Remember to manage your time

wisely and make the most out of college while you
can since there is much more to school than just
clubs and book work. If you have any questions
with this article or specific questions, you can contact me at Jonkmiller984@gmail.com.
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Can you guess the year?

AER Articles for Coaches #6
Welcome to the sixth AER Article for Coaches in Archery Focus! As mentioned in the last
issues, Archery Focus is going to have two Archery Education Resources articles, one for
students and one for coaches. We are going to try to keep the two articles on (or near)
the same topic as we expect that, as students read their articles, they may be running right
to you with questions.

The Elements of
Good Practice
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
In the last issue the topic of practicing at home
(or wherever) safely was addressed. Before we leave
that topic we are going to expand on this for just you
coaches because, as a recent question pointed out, it
will sometimes be the case that one of your recreational archers is really a competitive archer in disguise. Please remember that our
definition of a competitive
archer is one who is practicing to
learn how to win, whereas purely
recreational archers are practicing to participate, that is “to have
fun.” The core difference
between these two types of
archers is that competitive
archers will practice even if it is
not fun.
To serve these students you
may have to give them something to do that your
other students would balk at (because it is not fun).
So in this article we address what constitutes good
practice (fun or not).

If a self-described rabid archer only wants to practice
once a week or less frequently, you can be sure that
he/she is really a recreational archer. Competitive
archers want to practice all of the time. The question
is really “how often should a student practice.” This
cannot be answered definitively and probably should
not. Beginning athletes are often
quite literal and if you say “practice two times a week,” they will
do that instead of what they
would rather do. Top competitors practice several times a
week, many do daily practice and
some practice more than once a
day. A practice routine will
evolve and we recommend young
archers be encouraged to “find”
theirs. Initially we do not recommend practicing every day of the week. At least one
day a week needs to be an “off ” day. Weightlifters and
bodybuilders often work out daily but are careful to
change which muscle groups they are working so that
they don’t do heavy workouts on the same muscle
groups on consecutive days. This gives time for the
muscles to heal (strong exercise promotes muscular
micro-bleeding) between being worked. Now archery
does not involve so much exertion, so frequent practice of the same activity can be done but, at least initially, practice should not be uninspiring. Boredom is
not a bad reason to quit a practice. (You may want to
work with such an archer to teach them more about
how to vary their practice routines and avoid boredom.)

“Boredom is not a bad
reason to quit a practice.
(You may want to work
with them to teach them
more about how to vary
their practice routines
and avoid boredom.)”

Practice Must . . .

Most competitive archers learned by standing and
shooting . . . a lot. This is not to be sneered at as being
uninformed or unscientific; it is just boring and not
particularly effective. Practice can be made more
effective through observance of a few simple concepts.
Simply put, practice must be: frequent, varied,
repetitious, and most important . . . focused
Practice Must Be Frequent
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Practice Must Be Varied

We will make the point that being focused while
shooting and practicing is the most important aspect
of archery (as it is every other precision sport). But on
what must we focus? The answer is simple, we focus
on what we are doing now. Which leads to having a
shot sequence. In order to be able to shoot well and
practice well, an archer really needs a shot routine or
shot sequence. This is not to say an archer cannot
achieve his/her goals without one, but why handicap
oneself and deliberately do something the hard way. A
shot sequence provides tremendous support to both
archer and coach, so much so that we consider it
indispensable.
The shot sequence provides an important framework. Each element of the sequence can be evaluated
as to its form and execution. As a general rule, we
want the quality of each element/step to be the same
as the others. Any element that is sub par needs to be
worked on. The order they need to be worked on is
the sequence of the steps: stance first, etc. If all of the
steps in an archer’s sequence are about the same quality and an improvement is desired, a total overhaul is
need—each step needs to be brought up in quality.
To guide the archer, we recommend the “One
Next Thing” concept (see below also). One, and only
one, thing should be focused on at a time. And when
evaluating a shot while working on that one next

thing, the only thing that can be evaluated is whether “the thing” was done
right, nothing else. This is why so many
archers shoot “blank bale” when working
on their form: the score of the arrow is
irrelevant, so why waste a target face?
Practice Must Be Repetitious

Archery is a repetition sport, like bowling. One basi-

“When evaluating a shot while
working on that one next thing,
the only thing that can be evaluated is whether “the thing” was
done right, nothing else.”
cally repeats the same activity over and over with
minor variations. The variations are minimal in target
archery and much more extensive (distance, angle to
target, angle to the sun, different footing, etc.) in field
archery, but in all cases one does just execute making
a shot over and over.
So, the key skill of “making a good shot” must be
accompanied by “being able to shoot consistently.”
Continued on the Next Page
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Consequently both factors have to be
major parts of any competitive archer’s
practice. Just standing and shooting
arrow after arrow will work in time but
the sheer repetitiousness will lead to boredom which leads to lack of focus (see below).
So, the real question is how to include the repetitions without getting bored. One simple technique
is to double or triple a form element while shooting.
If one were trying to learn to draw the string more
smoothly and with greater power, one could just stand
and draw one’s bow and let
down, draw and let down, draw
and let down. After sufficient
practice, more draw weight can
be provided with an added elastic
band or by using a heavier bow.
This will work, but archers not
quite committed to learning to
win might just get bored enough
to quit. It is also being done outside of the context of making a
shot. A more effective technique
is “double draws:” while on the
shooting line, the full shot
sequence is executed but the
draw is executed twice. So, after the string is drawn a
let down is performed and then the string is drawn
again and the shot finished. Every activity is in context. The “draw” form element is highlighted in one’s
subconscious mind by being done twice and the muscles used in making a smooth strong draw are invoked
twice as much as the others.
If working on a new stance (open, closed, whatever) step off the line and step back to take one’s
stance for every shot instead of for just the first. A
three shot end therefore gives three reps of “take your
stance” instead of just one. Of course, elements like
the release and followthrough can’t be doubled/tripled
but these elements are determined mostly by what
comes before them rather than needing to be practiced as something one does.
Practicing can be entirely mental or removed
from a range. One can practice taking one’s stance or
the archer’s “T” position of full draw (with or without
a stretch band to provide resistance) while waiting for
a bus or while watching TV.

“being focused on each and every shot.” It takes hours
to make 400 shots and it would be easy to let one’s
mind wander to more pleasant topics while doing
something so monotonous. But focus on each and
every shot is needed.
What is being focused on is what the archer is
doing “now.” Here is another benefit of having a shot
routine. Each step must be focused on as it is executed and then one’s focus must shift to the next thing in
sequence. This is not an intense concentration but the
kind of focus that is involved in tying your shoes . . .
after you have made a mistake
tying them. There is no step-bystep sequence being muttered in
the background, there is simply
an attention to the task and
nothing else.
The key to making this work
is the “Rule of Discipline” which
states: if anything, anything at
all—mental
or
physical—
intrudes from a prior step or
from your environment, you
must let down and start over. Of
course, a loss of focus is just such
a reason to let down. A student
who commits to the Rule of Discipline will make
faster progress than one who does not.

“There is a common saying “that it takes 21 days
to create a new habit.”
We wish there were some
scientific basis for this
but, if there is, we cannot
find it. Still it will take
many days of training to
“correct” a bad habit.”

Practice Must Be Focused

In conversation, Rick McKinney, three time FITA
World Champion and two-time Olympic Silver
Medallist, commented that when he was preparing
for such major events it was not uncommon for him
to make 400 shots per day. He emphasize, though,
that the hard part wasn’t making the 400 shots but
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Practice Science

There are any number of aspects of practice that are
subject to science. (Don’t worry, we will not be going
into them all here!) One of those aspects is that the
subconscious mind (responsible for physical performances) is trained by the conscious mind, but the
conscious mind can only be focused on one thing at a
time. This is the basis for the “one next thing”
approach. By only “working” on one thing at a time,
the subconscious mind is being trained effectively.
Focus on many things and only confusion and poor
practice occur.
There is a common saying “that it takes 21 days
to create a new habit.” We wish there were some scientific basis for this but, if there is, we cannot find it.
Still it will take many days of training to “correct” a
bad habit, which is why focusing on getting one’s shot
right (right as it can be at any stage of development)
should precede volume shooting (which is drilling
that shot into memory). This doesn’t mean a student
can only work on one thing at a time, more advance
students can do two, but this is hard. All one’s focus
must be on practicing one of those things without any
consideration of the other. And then, after sufficient
practice has occurred, a switch is made to practicing
the other without any consideration of the first. ObviArchery Focus

ously, early on archers should focus on “just one next
thing” at a time.
Part of any practice regimen should be the shooting of practice rounds. Process goals need to set for
whatever the archer is working on and evaluated after
every end of shooting. But it is also important that
scores be tracked. This can be done simply by printing out a paper target and writing the positions of the
arrow hits on the target (see example). There are
many schemes for doing this. Someone can track your
arrows by writing the shot number on the paper target after scoping the target (1, 2, 3, . . .). If you are
scoring yourself, you can write 1s in the positions of
your first end’s arrows, 2s in the positions of your second end’s arrows, etc.
What you are looking for is whether the groups
are round and symmetrical. To check for roundness,
draw lines quartering the target and count the holes,
there should be the same number (or roughly so) in
each quadrant. To be symmetrical, the size of the
groups is roughly the diameter of a circle containing
90% of the arrows and the sizes should be proportional to distance; for example, the circle at 50 yards
distance should be twice as wide (and high) as the cir-

cle at 25 yards distance.
If an archer’s groups are neither
round nor symmetrical, there is a
problem. Also if the archer’s groups
wander (the 1s start in the middle then the
2s, 3s, etc move further left) there is a problem. These problems can’t be identified without
record keeping.
And, of course, the score of the round is an indicator of progress.
Conclusion

If you have an archer champing at the bit for more
practice, you may be dealing with a competitive
archer. By focusing on the archer’s shot sequence, you
can give such an archer practice tasks that test the
archer as to whether they will perform tasks that
aren’t fun.
If an archer thrives on such activities, you will
have to change the way you work with them. They
need more practice, more often, with specific drills to
help them improve. And they don’t have to be fun.
There will be more on this topic to come.
Tracking arrow impact points
can really help evaluate problems. In this practice round, the
second round’s arrows (the 2s)
tended to be low-left, but since
the third round’s arrows were
centered, it wasn’t an equipment
problem but something the
archer was doing (same arrows
different result). The impact
points of the fifth (the 5s) and
sixth (the 6s) ends tended to be
low, a sure sign of fatigue (and
dropping of the bow arm).
Not just the score of this
round is worth noting. Tracking
where a student’s arrows land,
even on a crudely printed paper
target can provide a great deal of
information.
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